Atlantic Link Brand Spec Sheet

About Atlantic Link’s Brands
Atlantic Link represents several different varieties of architectural products. What they have in
common is:
 100% made in Italy.
 Highly advanced and high-end.
 Not commonly known in the US.
These features create an impact with high-end clients and projects.

Limestone by Grassi Pietre
https://grassipietre.it/en/

Grassi Pietre is the trademark for the “Pietra di Vicenza” used by Palladio in many of his
architecture buildings. Tradition here meets innovation: the company-own quarries extract 6
different color stones and recomposite Terrazzo that can also be combined with other marbles to
offer a wide range of selections. Passion and know-how, processed with the latest machines and

technological devices, allow to create elegant, effective and long-lasting solutions on both
residential and commercial projects.
Pietra di Vicenza:
 Suitable for any interiors and exteriors project.
 As a Limestone, it tends to grow hard with time, because of its calcareous structure.
 Available in different color gradations, the various Pietra di Vicenza types.
 Can also be produced in honed, brushed, striated, bush-hammered, sandblasted finish.
 Bespoke finishes are also available on request.

Terracotta by Il Ferrone & Palagio
https://www.ilferrone.it/
https://www.palagioengineering.com/en/

Il Ferrone offers all the styles, formats, surface finishes and color options of terracotta floor tiles,
wall tiles, and special pieces. A world of diversity characterized by inimitable products blending
the centuries-old tradition of hand-made terracotta with the advantages of continuing
technological innovation and design research. All under the banner of quality.
Palagio, a terracotta manufacturer of ventilated façades, rainscreens, sunscreens and acoustic
cladding.

Benefits:




Rainscreen technique aims to remove factors that allow water penetration, requiring less
maintenance than methods that eliminate water infiltration with sealants.
o The presence of the air chamber allows the water vapor to pass through the wall
and to be eliminated thanks to the convective motion that is established in the air
chamber.
o Moreover the chimney effect allows a fast evaporation of the construction water
resulting from other, wet-installed, materials constituting the wall.
New sunscreen systems differ in their cross-sections but keep the main features of
durability and resistance unchanged.
o Results in lower temperatures inside the building in hot conditions and results in
relying less on air-conditioning.
o Solar radiation is, during summer months, intercepted prior to reaching the glass
surfaces, avoiding the greenhouse effect and the ensuing overheating

Garage & entry doors by Silvelox
https://silvelox.it/en/

Italian heritage, craftsmanship, and innovation in garage and entry doors. Silvelox blends the love
of timber, unrivaled expertise, and advanced technology to create products which are
manufactured with excellence and an eye for detail. All of these can be custom-made and feature
original, industry-leading designs.
Silvelox’s bespoke architectural garage doors and residential entrance doors are engineered and
crafted in Italy, offering a unique range of garage doors with coordinating entry doors and satisfy
different architectural and aesthetic settings. In addition, there are no tracks on the inside of the
garage door to offer beauty and a neater interior avoiding the regular hanging fasting element of
other systems.
Silvelox benefits:
 Custom configuration



Multi-performance properties: security, thermal brake, sound abatement

Specific to Entry doors


Multiple installation possibilities: flush with (internal or external) wall/ side lights/
double doors, arched doors/pivot/ hidden hinges

Specific to Garage door







hollowed, hidden, pedestrian/service door
up-and-over, counterweighted opening mechanism
hidden built-in motor
self-lifting system/multiple remote options,
trackless installation

Aluminum & PVC panels, doors & windows by Piva Group
https://pvc.pivagroupspa.com/en/aluminium-products

A leading manufacturer of PVC and aluminum systems for the fenestration industry, such as tilt &
turn windows, hung and casement windows, sliding and French doors, today, Piva is a prestigious
name in the building industry, thanks to its production versatility, its product quality and its
wealth of experience. A company that is always ready to match its customers’ needs, where Future
is the watchword.
PivaGroup benefits:
 Multinational company with US manufacturing Plant in MO
 Wide arrange of product from PVC, Tilt and Turn, Aluminum

Engineered wood by CP Parquet
https://www.cpparquet.it/?lang=en

SINCE 1982 Ours is a story of love of nature and quality a long family tradition that began over 35
years ago.
We use the most outstanding wood species to create refined wooden flooring at the top end of the
market, ensuring they are sustainable. All processing takes place in Italy in our own facilities with
strict control of every stage of the production process to guarantee the highest quality and
painstaking details.
Common benefits of CP Engineered Hardwood:
 3 layers wood flooring is the ultimate in pre-finished wood flooring: it ensures maximum
stability over time and lets you dare with extra widths and lengths to create a stunning
floor.
 CP Parquet is one of the few companies to create top quality wood flooring with 3
crossed layers.
 Uses only the best species of wood from controlled forests, glues that do not harm the
environment, natural oils and water-based varnish.
 Incredible choice of species, sizes, colors, finishes and layering methods to create
designers’ unique visions.
 Entirely made in Italy where we still have a deep-rooted feeling for the culture of
woodworking and design.

Glass mosaic by Mosaico+
https://mosaicopiu.it/

Mosaico+ quality and expertise puts it’s production system at the top by combining innovative
technologies, culture for design, and deeply-rooted mosaic tradition.

Mosaico+ benefits:
 5 materials and 257 colors transform mosaic into a made-to-measure palette for your
projects
 All tiles can be selected and recomposed on modular sheets to create personalized
combinations or motifs to suite your own style
 Ideas and techniques: can customize any design the client wants, and aren’t limited
because they have all the tools.

